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About This Game

There was Jack,
Just a lumberjack.

But bad times have come -
Big evil rabbits attacked.

They've enslave all of them
And our Jack became a SuperLumberjack!

Chop wood and do it quickly to get more points. Be careful: do not hit the rabbit with an ax. Otherwise you will lose.

History Mode:

Complete all 24 levels. Find out what the rabbits want, and help Jack bring peace back to earth!

Arcade Mode:

Set records, play with friends in "Double Mode", discover new characters and locations.
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Title: Super Lumberjack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
17Studio
Publisher:
17Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M / Radeon R9 M375 or higher graphics card

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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super hipster lumberjack. super hipster lumberjack speedrun. superdry lumberjack shirt. lumberjack superhero. lumberjack vs
super thor. super lumberjack. lumberjack attack super shop. superdry lumberjack. superstep lumberjack

Good game, but the editor is a bit cumbersome - it would be much better if you could use mouse in it. There also seems to be no
way to remove some elements.. For EA the game is very stable and just in need of more content. This game reminds me of a
game I played some time ago called Kudos. I think that game is Abandonware now, but this definitely has gotten to about that
game, minus the graphics and some content. I think as the game continues to grow in content it can only get more involving. If
you want an easy run you can take advantage of all the pre-game add ons. If your looking for a challenge you can make your self
a homeless achoholic shopaholic and try to get your life straight. The game is as hard as you make it. I look forward to seeing
where this game goes and if I can survive the street as a homeless bartender.. Best game i every played 9/11, also does anyone
know how to tie a good noose, i mean knot.... whatever. My entire "playtime" in this basically amounts to it constantly freezing,
updating or loading.

I literally have no clue what the gameplay is like, but after the game finally booted up, I got the only achievement and thought
"Yep, I'm done."

And, yep, I am now done.. Beautiful pictures, but no save day. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775
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Mix of classic space invaders, galaxians, and galaga. Decent game. Would like to see the be more patterns which the alien ships
populate the screen... more like galaga.. This game looked promising up til the first fight. You are not allowed to flee from a
battle and if you use movement tactics (try to move behind the enemy or hit from the side) you get a "flee penalty". During the
battles you are forced into a stand-and-fight situation that I dont enjoy at all. The battle system completely killed the game. But
ofcourse, if you like that kind of "locked" stand-and-fight system that exist in many MMO:s today this might be a game for
you.. Heads up to early access players** First and Foremost, this is early access to a game being made by a small team. And it is
early on in the development, so if you have to have a nearly blockbuster level of game polish and completion, this is not for you
at this point. But if you like play testing, interacting with Devs and seeing how each build improves on the game, it could be
worth your time.

That being said, the game has a lot of potential. You have 3 very different races to choose from, the humans provide a
traditional scavenge, build, survive type of playstyle. The Raknar (giant spiders) have a predatory playstyle, where you won't
struggle as much, work well in groups, but won't neccessarily have as much to do as a human.

And finally, you have dragons! With Dragons, you begin small and weak, you need to be careful and sneaky to build your nest
and grow. Dragons are the long, difficult road to travel. You'll need to spend a lot of time building nests, and finding ore to
grow. If you spend the time, you have various "stages" of growth to grow through (6 planned, 3 in game so far) Your first two
weak, and not powerful, after that you will gain access to your breath weapon, and later on, be able to fly. This is not an easy
mode type of play, and requires time invested.

This is a host your own server type of game as well (with official servers on the way). The set up for which is easy and with
proper port forwarding, works quite well.

TLDR: A early access game, true to that phrase, with 3 unique races to play and survive with. Lots of potential and a dev team
willing to communicate.. A truely amazing soundtrack to a truely amazing game, the only problem I have with it is that it is too
short.

Also, Irish werewolves are best werewolves.. Music is good, Carl Cox validates!!. I just started playing the game and i love it
keep up the great work. But i have one thing that i think should be fixed and it's the sound when you jump. I think its kinda high
volume on it and also annoying. but overall what i have seen the game seems great. GJ. do nto buy, its dead.. Not sure how good
the puzzles are, didn't get that far.

Rather bad motion sickness warning!

I've spent more than a fair number of hours in Elite Dangerous and Lone Echo with absolutely no issues. However, within
minutes of loading this up, I broke out in a cold sweat. There's something just off about the motion.

There is not teleportation movement, corner dimming or any of the other anti sickness measures. It's all smooth translation.
Move and strafe with left touch stick, rotate with right. On top of that, there is an up and down translation on the buttons.

If there are options to change this, I couldn't find them. Not using Rift Touch controllers anyway.
The game also put me way too high, so the scale just felt off.

Avoid for now.. Chiptunes? More like cheap tunes. Great content at low cost.. I wish I had more time to play.

So far I'm at the end of the fourth stair and so far so good to my taste. I had a hard time understanding the combat
system on the first floor, but once you got it, it's cool.
The overall simplicity of the gameplay makes it a nice trip to the non hardcore gamer, even more for the non dungeon
crawler genre gamer.
The graphics are good. They may be a little repetitive at some point and the hidden moving bricks a little hard to
detect.
The music adds a lot. Makes you believe something is pending, to discover it was just playing with you.
My regret is the lack of a story, it would have added another level of depth. But man, the guy did this alone!

I will finish it soon because each time I play I'm enjoying it.
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